Are you feeling frustrated that you’re not being seen and heard?
Do you find yourself tongue-tied in key work and life conversations?
Is your work stressing you out and you just really want to make a difference?

You don’t have to shout to Stand Out:
Say what you need to say so you’re seen and heard
and can make a bigger difference
Christine Clifton helps mindful professionals feel
confident and comfortable presenting their ideas. She
draws forth their natural strengths so they speak from a
place of conviction and are seen and heard. After
working with her, their contributions are recognized , they
gain credibility and feel more fulfilled in life and work.
Christine has worked with:
* Financial Planners * Attorneys
* Corporate Professionals and Managers
* Graphic Artists * Mortgage Brokers
* Wellness Practitioners
* Accountants
* Consultants & Speakers * Professional Organizers
.

In this interactive session, you will learn:
 your hidden Super Power that makes people stop and Listen
 what to Say so that others are Motivated to consider your idea
 how to Adapt your Conversation to appeal to more people
 the One Technique you can use right now to get what you Want

You'll leave with specific steps to implement so your contribution is recognized
"Christine’s intuitive approach helped me get to know myself and how to make the best use of my inherent
strengths. I now clearly understand how to draw in future clients with simple strategies that aren’t going to
scare anyone away. With Christine’s help and the use of her time-tested process, we have designed a
game plan that will enable me to easily grow my business.”
- Claudia Mott, CFP, CDFA - www.EponaFS.com
“Christine’s presentation at a recent NJAWBO networking luncheon exceeded my
expectations with regard to substance, clarity and interest. She has an engaging and
genuine style and shares information that is useful, action-oriented and ready for immediate
implementation into any business plan.” - Eileen Seiler, NJAWBO Region 3 President
"It was indeed a pleasure to have Christine speak professionally for our membership
about creating a sustainable sales process in their businesses. Her serial
entrepreneurial journey inspired the audience and her thought-provoking questions
pulled many crucial business goals to the surface for even the most detailed
professional organizers." – Jean Marie Herron, Program Director, NAPO NNJ

For more information contact: Christine@ChristineClifton.com • 201.738.7463

